










•   Research the agency‘s core services diligently.

•   Do not create a long list which you then tick off using standard forms or fee lists, but make an  

appointment to meet us in person. We will take you up on your offer and drop by. 

It goes without saying that this requires more time, but it simultaneously also ensures a better  

result. And please take the time to meet with us; we want to use this time with you. We don‘t  

simply rattle off PowerPoint presentations, we also want to have a real conversation.

•   AKI-Kommunikation would like to sit down with you in a workshop. This is the only way you  

can find out how we would perform if you would cooperate with us. 

•    Also think about the basics, finding the perfect foundation – the strategy. You can rely on us to 

work with you in building the immensely important foundation of your communication and  

developing the creative ideas that arise from this work.

•    Take a close look at how we understand you, how we listen to you and how we pass the balls back 

and forth. AKI-Kommunikation clearly sets itself apart from “stereotypical thinkers and agencies 

with standard statements, hackneyed phrases or buzzword fireworks”.

•    Select specialists for the different phases: Who do you trust to work with you to develop the  

best strategy for your communication?  

The best concept for individual measures or the best creative idea? Who is the best partner who 

can then go on to develop and implement this concept for individual channels? Who actually  

says that different agencies are not able to work together? 

We often do so if requested. We develop the strategy and the concept for our clients, then,  

for example, hand it over to a design agency that develops the communication design, and from  

there it goes on to different partners for implementation, such as web specialists, programmers  

etc. We assume responsibility for supervision to ensure that defined goals are pursued and also 

achieved. Think this is expensive? No – it is simply better, because everyone is doing what they  

do best.











   




